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III, or locally trained technicians who have a lot experience, 
but they don’t have much formal education.”

For citizens of Sierra Leone to earn a four-year degree in 
O&P means traveling more than 3,000 miles to attend the Tan-
zania Training Centre for Orthopaedic Technologists (TAT-
COT), Moshi, an ISPO-accredited school.

Providing Jobs
Kwasniewski notes that, depending on the country, most 
trained prosthetists, orthotists, and technicians are paid by pri-
vately run clinics or NGOs. In general, governments don’t have 
services for disabilities, let alone individuals with amputations. 
“That’s changing,” she says. “Recognizing people with disabili-
ties as a group that needs services is definitely changing. But 
it doesn’t get the funding that malaria does, nor maternal and 
child health.” 

MOI has been training local technicians in Makeni, Sierra 
Leone, since 2005, while working with the Ministry of Health 
and Sanitation to establish a prosthetics center at Makeni Gov-
ernment Hospital. After 11 years of civil war, the government 
struggles to provide salaries, so MOI is currently paying a 
monthly stipend to the O&P employees until the government 
budget includes hiring more O&P staff. However, Pye says 
MOI is keenly aware that the government pay scales are less 
than what NGOs typically pay.

“It’s a problem,” Pye says, “because NGOs want to pay a wage 
that reflects a person’s training according to our standards. But 
it’s not that simple if there will be a sudden decrease in pay 

once we transition all operations to the government.” 
Kwasniewski agrees that appropriate pay for those who have 

the training is one of the biggest challenges right now. “We can 
train all the prosthetists in the world, but if they don’t have 
anywhere to work, it’s not going to do any of us any good.... 
We have to ask, ‘What are the job opportunities once they’re 
trained? Can they be employed by local facilities? Is there 
infrastructure in place for them to be paid a living wage?’”

When all the pieces come together, jobs are created, local 
economies are stimulated, and people with disabilities are 
empowered. Kwasniewski offers an example of a patient who 
received a prosthesis at a clinic in Manila, Philippines, and 
then sought training so he could work in a new clinic that Phy-
sicians for Peace was providing start-up funds for in his home 
province of Pampanga, Philippines.

“It was full circle and empowering to have someone who 
now has a prosthesis say, ‘Hey, I don’t want to have to come in 
to Manila for this kind of service. What can we set up where I 
live in Pampanga, and can I be the technician?’ It was an area 
where we wanted to expand, but he definitely took the initia-
tive to say, ‘Well, why don’t you train me? You’re going to have 
to train someone; why not train me?’”  O&P EDGE

Linda M. Hellow is a freelance writer based in Centennial, Colorado. She can be reached at  
lindahellow@gmail.com
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